Similac differentiates itself by the fact that it is the only baby formula manufactured by a broad
based, science-based healthcare company. This USP has been the heart of Similac strategy and
marketing activities in recent years
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Things You Didn’t Know About
Similac
■■The name Similac is based on the words
Similar to Lactation.
■■Similac is the only baby food supplement
marketed in Israel that is manufactured by a
broad-based healthcare company.
■■In 1951 Abbott developed the liquid formula,
the first of its kind in the United States that was
not powder-based. That formula is still used in
hospitals and fed to babies in their first days
of life until they leave the hospital.
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■■The Similac line of products in Israel contains
more than 20 products that answer to a wide
range of specialized needs and infant medical
problems.

infant development.
The actual Similac team of expert dieticians was chosen
to be the face of the advertising campaign. In addition,
direct interaction was initiated with consumers by placing
information booths in malls staffed by Similac’s team
of experts that provided useful information to parents.
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The Abbott healthcare company
begins its operations in Chicago.
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Similac is introduced.
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Similac first arrives in Israel.
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The brand launches a new
communicative language: The
language of scientific facts.

2011

Similac Advance Plus, Similac
LeMehadrin, and Similac Gentle
are launched.
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